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ABSTRACT
A worst case assessment has been performed on the risk of an !nte_al
electrostaticdlscharqe (ESD) on the Command Data Svstm (CDS) multilaver orlnted
clrcult board and an outpu_ power transfomer module in,the Dower subsv_t_n
cf the Ga111eo Orbltor.
!
An estimate of the Jovian environment during the 35 hour orbit insertion i
was supplied by JPL and used as an input to calculate the electron transport
into the Gali]eo components. A radiation shielding analysis computer code,
CHARGE,calculated the electron transport deposition trapped in the
anticipated sensitive areas of the multilayer board and transformer module.
Based on these trapped charge calculations electrtc fields were calculated
between the identified isolated areas and the spacecraft ground. These
fields were then combined with the characteristic, dielectric properties
of conductivity and dielectric strength of the materials to assess the
rtsk of an ESD. In most cases, the deposition rate during the 35 hour
encounter was neglected and was only tncluded in the analysis
of the results where the calculated fields approached the materials
dielectric strength.
The results of the assessment of ESD in the COS multllayer printed circuit
board indicate that the probability of ESD in the FR4 is low. The probability
of ESD in the components attached to the multilayer board, however, is
uncertain based on a lack of prior experlr_enta!data. No analysis of any
components were performed during this task.
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A_ expe#tment t: recommendedusing one or two of the CDSprototype
multtleyer printed ctrcutt boards to assess the risk of ESDin or on the
mlttleyer board components.
The results ot' the risk assessmentof an £SD tn the CDStransformer
/
mdule indtcate that if construction of the transfomer results in a
nominal spacing between the core and the metal posts in the module the
probabil|ty of ESDafter a stngle orbtt ts low, but the probability
Increases as the spacing gets close to 5 rail. Thts rtsk can be reduced
to zero by the addition of a grounding strap from the core to the space-
craft groufid.
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b INTRODUCTION
)
High energy electrons and protons trapped within Jupiter's mgnettc fields
1: and incident on the Galileo orbiter during tts orbit insertion have the
r potential of causing interference and possible damageto the spacecraft.
I The work reported here ts a worst case assessmentof the risk of an
electrostatic dtscha_e (ESD) _r[thfn the Galileo orbtter due to the
l accumulation of these energetic particles.
I
Although the low energy ((40KeV) electron charging process that produces
external dlscharoes has received considerable attention o_er the past
1 five to six years and a sion_f_cant amountof analytic and experimentall
I
data has been generated, a comparable level of understanding of the ESD
t hazards resulting from the high energy charged particle spectrum has not
been achieved.
Itwas therefore, decided earlyin the programthata worstcase assessment
of a limited numberof componentsof special concern would provide the best
utilization of resources, This approachwas used to most efficiently
identify the magnitude of the problem and the need if any, for additional
,!
detail. The areasof neededdetailwere identifiedas either geometry i
definitionor empiricalor materialdata. I
The areasof specialconcernwere identifiedat the kick off meetingat
JPL. The areas were defined acconltng to the current designs, as far as
geometryand materials,with supportfromJPL and GE personnelin the
orbiter program. This definition was then used tn computer transport
calculatlonsat 6E to determinethe electricchargetrappedduringthe orbit
1.qRlnnR_qq_nn
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insertion. The worst case calculations assumedthat the performancewould
be Independent of rate or induced conductivity. The experience at GEand
Jaycortms then applted to assess the risk of the resulting generated
fields leading to internal [SD.
II. TECHNICALDISCUSSION
2.1 Technical Approach
2.1.1 Task Description
The basic approach of the Internal ESDrisk assessmentwas outlined at the
kickoff meeting wtth JPL, GEand Jaycor at JPL. The assessmentwas deftned
tn seven tasks to track the progress through the effort. These tasks are
described below and their Interrelation is showntn Figure 1.
Task 1 Identify a limited number(2 - 3) of mission critical or
sensitive areas of the spacecraft which in the opinion of
the JPL and GE/Jaycor could serve as a first cut or worst
case assessmentof the potential risks to the Galileo
orbiter.
This taskwill definemost probableelectrontrajectory
and the dielectricmaterialsof greatestconcernfor
potentialinternal[SD to the GalileoOrbiter.
Task2 Confirmor updatethe Galileoradiationenvironmentin
bathenergyand temporaldependenceto be usedas the
sourceof internalcharginghighenergyelectrons.
Task3 Establisha one dimensionalgeometricshieldingand material
descriptionfor each of the scenariosidentifiedin Task I.
This taskwill defineall the geometriesand m_terlals
parameterswhichaffectthe highenergyelectronspenetration
into thedielectricsdefinedin Task I.
Task4 Resultsof Task 2 and 3 willbe inputintothe shieldinq
code "Charge"to determinethe resultantchargedeposltlo.
as a functionof depth and magnitude,
' Task 5 The output of Task 4 will be used to determine the electric
fields generated inside the dielectrics and will be compared
to the existing materials Oata and ESDdata base.
Task 6 The computer calculations and material properties results of
Task 5 wtll be comparedto provide a risk assessmer,t of internal
ESDor identify whether additional materials property data
ts neededor more refined comouter calculations.
lgF}INNA. .qR_nn7

fTask 7 If necessary, as a result of the findings of Task 6, one
of three options rill be
a) A test plan will be recommendedfor obtaining
required empirical data to complete the risk
assessment.
b) A more detatled computer model Including radiation
induced conductivity effects wtll be performed on
the worst case of Task 6, wtth a reassesment of
the internal ESOrisk.
c) An additional case study wtll be performed
following Tasks 1 through 6.
2.1.Z Problem Definition
Discussions held at OPLat the beginning of the programbetween JPL, GE,
and Jaycor personnel were used to identify and priorittze mission crtttcal
or sensitive areas. This formed the basis of the Task 1 effort. Basedon
the initial discussions, the following case studies priorities were
establ i shed.
- Consider the electron flux to be normally incident to the
outboard face of CommandData SystemBay 3 with the electror
deposition traversing parallel to the face of a typical CD._
multlIayerboard.
- Considerelectrontrajectoryagaininto a CDS multllayer
boardexceptthatits approachis obliqueto the Bay 3
outboardcoverwithentranceintothe Spun bus section
throughBay 4 cover plate.
- Considerelectrontrajectoryintoa CDS multllayerboard
In Bay A or B on the despunplatformsuchthatthe
electrontrajectoryis normalto the faceof the board.
- Considerthe electronbuild-upin the cable insulation
betweenthe spunand despunsections.
The cablesinsidethe spunsectionwhich sit on the cablerackand inter-
connectthe electronicbaysand the slip ringassemblywerealso identified
as an areaof concernbut was not prlorltized.
Additionaldiscussionsof priorinternalESO testingperformedon the
Voyagerprogramand the concernsof possibleESD insidetransformermodule
4
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)tn the powersubsystemresulted tn a reassessmentof the prtortty list.
The following ltst describes the ftnal prtortty ltst for tnternal ESDcase
studies.
'_ CAse1 The ftrst three areas of tntttal concern were combined
tnto a stngle case study of the electron charge
'i deposited tn the CDSmulttlayer board located tn Bay A
of the clespunsection where the electron trajectory of
most interest would be nomal to the prtnt ctrcult
board.
Case 2 Consider the electron charge deposited tn the core of a
transfomer tn the po_r ctrcutt tn Say B of the despun
sectt on.
Case 3 Consider the electron charge deposited tn the cable
Insulation tn the harness bundle between the spun and
despunsections.
2.1.3 Environment
Fromdatasuppliedby NellDivineof JPL the electron(andproton)flux
environmentwas obtainedfor L ( 16 (L (12) alongthe proposedGalileo
orbitinsertion.The fluxwas for electronand protonenergiesbetween
63KeVand lOOr'eVin logarlthmiclyspacedenergyintervalswhere _Iog E
• 0.2. Figures2 and 3 show the temporaldependenceof the electronflux
(electrons/cm2 sec)and fluence(electrons/cm2) for threeparticular
energylevels. As a worsecase initialassessmentof the hazardfrom the
depositedelectroncharge,the ratedependencewas neglected. The total
fluenceas a functionof energywas usedfromthisTask 2 effortas an
Inoutto the chargedepositioncomputercode describedin the nex_ section.
As partof thlscode inputthe totalincidentchargedepositeddurln_the
nearly 35 hour encounter was assumedto be deposited in one hour. Table
1 summarizes the total electron fluence (electrons/cm 2) and asst,_ed electron
flux and differential electron flux used as input to the computer code
CHARGE.Comparisonof the assumedelectron flux shownin Table 1 assuming
all deposition occurs tn one hour and the peak electron flux for the
5
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TABLE1
ELECTROKENVIRONMENTUSEDIN CHARGECODE
L
Energy Fluence (NE) DIFFERENTIALENERGYFLUX
, FLUX(J) (dJ/dE)
(EMIN) NE > EMIH
,(MeV) {cm"2) (cm"2 sec"I) (cm"2 sec'1_V"I)
100 1.479 E9 4.108 E5 -6.102 E4
63 8.128 E9 2.258 E6 -1.973 E5
40 4.265 EIO 1.184 E7 -1.458 E6
25 1.995 E11 5.542 E7 -6.165 E6
16 5.754 E11 1.598 E8 -1.708 E7
10 1.122 E12 3.117 E8 -3.215 E;
6.3 1.698 E12 4.717 E8 -5.170 E7
4.0 2.239 E12 6.219 E8 -9.411 E7
2.5 2.884 E12 8.011 E8 -1.808 E8
1.6 3.802 El2 1.056 E9 -4,172 E8
1.0 5.138 El2 1.427 E9 -9.381 E8
.63 7.079 E12 1.966 E9 -2.250 E9
.4 1.000 E13 2.?'77 E9 -5.147 E9
.25 1,412 E13 3.922 E9 -1.260 EIO
.16 2.089 El3 5.802 E9 -3.240 EIO
.10 3.162 r13 8.783 E9 -8.730 EIO
.083 5.:38 E13 1.427 £10 -1.371 Ell
8
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!_ three energy values plotted In Ftgure 2 showsthat the assumedvalue is
!i' higher than the peak flux by less than a factor of 10.
,_ Figure 4 showsthe assumedelectron flux given tn Table 1 and the
differential flux (electrons/cm2 sec wtth energfes between Et and Et.1 )
r calculated from Table 1. The differential flux is the difference between
fluxes at adjacent energy values. Also shownis the agreement between
the calculated ambient differential flux between energy levels and that
calculated by the computerbased upon the input of the differential energy
flux spectrum (dJ/dE) given in Table 1.
Z.l.4 ElectronTransportCode
The resultsof Tasks2 and 3 were usedas inputsto the radiationtransport
codeCHARGE. The originalintentof CHARGEwas the SpaceRadiationanalysis.
The GE SpaceDivisioncodepackageis a modificationof one developedat
DouglasAircraftCo. in the Ig60's.l Thi_code package,is reasonably
economicalin termsof inputand computerexpense. As one of its outputs
the codesuppliesthe incidentand exitcurrentdensitiesas a functionof
energyintervalin additionto the totalfluence. The differencesbetween
thesevalueswere usedto calculatethe charoedepositedin a particular
layer. The followingdiscussiondescribesthe operationof CHARGE.
The CHARGEcodecomputesresponseratesand flux spectrabehinda multi-
layeredsphericalor planarshieldexposedto isotropicfluxesof electrons,
protons,and heavychargedparticles.The dosesor other responsesto
electron,primaryproton,heavyparticle,electronBremsstrahlungsecondary
proton,and secondaryneutronradiationsare calculatedas a functionof
F
penetrationintothe shield;the materialsof eaci_layermay be mixturesof
elementscontainedin the libraryor suppliedby the user. The primary
g
{
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?results consist of flux respons(s as a function of penetration.
w
t The ambient electron, proton, and heavy parttcle spectra my be specified
as differential spectra in tabular or functional form. These tnctdent
charged particle spectra, which may be viewed as essentially continuous
functions of parttcle kinettc energy, are divided into enemy bands or
groups, the number and spacing of which are controlled by tnput data. Each
of these groups may be completely described by'its upper and lower enemy
limits and the energy variation of the spectrum within the group.
The variation of the group boundary energies and group spectra as a function
of shield penetration'uniquely determines charged particle dose rates and
secondary particle production rates. Therefore, charged particle shielding
calculations reduce to the integration of the equations which express the
variation of particle energy with distance in the shield material ("range-
energy" equation).
As charged particles penetrate matter, they interact primarily with the
orbital electrons of the medium. Incident electrons can underqo quite large
deflections in their billiard ball-like collisions with the orbital electrons.
In addition to producingelectromagneticradiation (bremsstrahlungX-rays) by
the decelerationof these charges, the individual large _ngle collisions
can cause large energy losses and deflections from the original electron
path. In order to acc{)untfor these competing processes, CHARGE uses the
i basic range-energy relation, normally modified by applying electron
i transmissionfactors derived from Monte Carlo calculations. The capability
of not using transmission factors is contained, however.
Because of the limited number of materials defined in the computer library
and the relative similarity in the elemental breakdown of mylar, Teflon and
II
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sol tthane, these mtertals ware grouped together under a co_on description
of pblyethylene which existed in the code ltbrery.
2.2 CDSMultllayerPC Board
2.2.1 MaterialDefinition
i
The firstcasestudiedwas the electronchargingin the lO layermulti-
layerboardinsidethe COS in Bay A. The trajectoryof the electro,was
definedto be normalto the COS board. As such,the electro_pathwas
definedas passingthrougha multllayerinsulationblanket,the Bay A
outboardcover,the board'sconformalcoating,and the multiplelayersof
the board'sdielectric.
b
The descriptionof the multllayerinsulationblanketshownin Figure5
was suppliedby JPL. The descriptionof the outboardcoveron Bay A
parallelto the PC boardwas takenfromDrwg.No. I009162g,Sheet2. The
constructiondetailof the multilayerboardwas takenfromJPL Drwg.No.
I0064876,Sheetl and discussionswithJPL duringthe kickoffmeetina. The
boardswere describedto be lO to 16 layers{typicallylO layers)of ._Fl4
materialswitha 20 mil conformalcoatingof SolithaneI13-300. The
dielectricspacingis 8 mll betweenconductorlayers. The conductorstrip
line is 1.4 mil thickand 8 rollwide. The typicallay up is shown in
Figure6. Basedupon thesedescriptionsthe materialprofilethroughwhich
the electront_ajectorypassesis givenin Table 2.
TABLE2
LAYERNO, DESCRIPTION THICKNESSIN. (mm)
1 Black Paint 0.0015 (0.038)
2 Teflon 0.002 (0.050)
Mylar O.OO1 (0.025)
15 LayersMylar (I/4mll) 0.00375 (0.095)
Mylar O.OOl (0.025)
3 Tantalum 0.006 (0.152)
4 Aluminum 0.020 (0.508)
12
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.001 MYLAR,ALUMINIZED
INNERBLAHKET r - -..._. 15 LAYERS .OO02SMYLAR ,_:_
'--" ALUMINIZEDBOTHSIDES
OUTERBLANKET 16 LAYERS .007DACROrlNET
.001MYLAR,ALUMINIZED
BOTH SIDES
.002TEFLONALUMINUM
BOTH SIDES
SECTIOND-D .0015CONDUCTIVEBLACK
TYPICALRPM THEI_MAL
BLANKETCROSSSECTION
SCALE: NONE
FIGURES THERMALBLAriKET
- _ LAVER 5 & 6
. ¢ LAYER 7 & 8
_. , ..... _ LAYER 9 & _0
i
INSULATOR _
FIGURE6 t_ULTILAYERBOARD
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tLAYER.... DESCRIPTION THICKNESSIN. (mn)
•5 Soltthane 0.020 (0.508)
6 to 15 FR4 0.008 (0.203)
The vapor deposited alumtnum (VDA) on all the teflon and mylar ftlms was neglected
|n these calculations because of thetr neglfgtble cross-sectto_ ,1 area for
electron capture. The thickness of the tantalum shteld was chosen from Drwg.
No. 10091629. It Is the minimum sh|eld thickness defined over the Bay A cover.
The alumtnum th|ckness was assumed to be 0.06 inches but from later discussions
wtth aPL this value may be low by 0.02 inches. Per our discussion wtth OPL the
soltt_;ane thickness was assumed to 0,02 tnches. The next ten layers were assumed
to be FR4 giass epoxy each 0.008 inches thick. The inclusion of a dtsconttnous
copper layer about 0.0014 /nches thick between layers of FR4 was not included
in the analysts because of the lack of a good definition for any "typical"
profile of conductor through the board for a given cross section. This analysts
allowed a worst case construction assuming a cross section which contained no
intermediate ground planes for charge leakage.
The FR4 was described by an elomental breakdown of the largest constituents
using Vendor data according to the followlng table:
TABLE 3
ASSUMEDELEMENTALCOMPOSITIONOF FR4
Oxygen 33%
Carbon (+ Nitrogen) 31%
Aluminum (+ Silicon) 191
Krypton (Bromine) g%
Calcium B%
14
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The elements in t_rentheses were also in the material but wore described
or coad_tnedwith the first elemnt becauseof lack of radiation shield data
) , •
_n these materials The density of FR4was assumedto be 1.g3g/cc.
2.2.2 ChargeDeposition Profile
Since the charge deposition was modeled in a planar geometry the code used
one half the tsotropic flux given by the dashed line in Figure 4. For each
layer described in Table 2 the CHARGEcode calculated an incident and exit
total fluence and an electron flux as a function of renormltzed energy
intervals. Figure 7 showsthe incident and exit flux as a function of the
electron energy for the first FR4 lay_.r. Table 4 sumsthe total electron
fluence incident and penetrating each of the material layers. Differences
in these values represent the trapped charge within each metal or dielectric
layer assuming no leakage due to its electrical conductivity.
With the exception of the first FR4 layer the charge density is relatively
uniform with about 2.6 X lO]0 electrons/cm 2 per 8 mils or .2ramof multilayer
board. This gives a charge density of 2 X lO"7 Cou1/cm3. The total trapped
charge in the lO0 mtl thick composite board avid soltthane layer is nearly 3 X l0 ll
electrons/cm 2.
2.2.3 InternalFieldCalculations
The resultsof the environmenttransportcalculationsin termsof the trapped
chargedensitywere usedby Jaycoras inputsto the PRECHGcomputercode (See
Appendix)to determinethe electricfieldswithinthemultilayerPC board.!
i Sincethe electricfieldsare a functionof the relativepositionand density
of the conductorsin the multilayerPC boardwhich varythroughoutthe actual
PC board,it was not practicalto analyzeall configurationsthatcouldexist
on an operationalboard. Therefore,two worsecasegeometricalconfigurations
were assumed,one with a stnqle qrounded conductor on the surface of the lO layered
J
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i INCIDENTELECTRONDEi'iSITY DEPOSITEDCHARGE
LAYER ....DESCRIPTION (e/cm2) (e/cm2)
: "l Carbon 2.569 El3 5.857 El2
:!
I i 2 Blanket 1.983 E13 9._43 E12
3 Tantalum 9.889 E12 7.860 E12
4 A1 2.029 E12 6.815 Ell
5 Solithane 1.347 E12 4.50 ElO
6 FR4 1.302 E12 3.24 ElO
7 " 1.270 El2 2.63 ElO
8 " 1.244 E12 2.63 ElO
9 " 1.217 El2 2.63 El0
I0 " 1.191 El2 2.59 EIO
II " l.165 E12 2.52 EIO
12 " 1.140 El2 2.63 ElO
13 " I.I14 E12 2,41 EIO
14 " I.089 El2 2.34 ElO
15 " 1.066 El2 2.23 El0
16 - I.044 El2 --
Qboard end one with the groundedconductor buried In the center of the depth of
the 10 layer board. Stnce the electrtc ftelds near the conductor strips
tncrease as their separation between conductors increases, a worst case separation
of one tnch tn the plane of the multtlayer board was assumed. Whtle this is
not representative of the majority of the board, discharges in any portion of
the board could couple tnto other circuit elements on the board. In addition
the calculated electrtc fields can be fairly well scaled ltnearly as a function
of conductor separation and thus the results can be applted to areas with
closer spacings.
The configuration was modeledin a torotdal shape as shownin Figure 8, since
PRECHGrequires an axially symmetric geometry. Ftgure 8a represents the surface
conductor configuration whtle Figure 8b represents the buried conductor. The
width of the dielectric was taken to be equal to one ;nch, per the above
discussion. The radius of the dielectric circle was made laege comparedto the
dielectricwidth so that the electricfieldscalculatedfor theseconfigurations
are essentiallyidenticalto thosethatwould be calculatedif the dielectric
"tube"were unfoldedIntoa straightline• The E fieldon one sideof the torold
due to electricchargeon the otherside is downby a factorof (rl/r2)2 O.Ol
fromthe fielddue to the chargeon the sameside. The conductorwas assumed
to be 1,4 mils thickand I0 mils wldewhich is the anticipateddimensionsfor
the flightboards. The spatialgrid forwhich the fieldswerecomputedwas
on the orderof 0.4 mll nearthe conductorand becameprogressivelylargerat
, distancesawayfromthe conductor•
(
As one wouldexpect,the largestelectricfieldsoccurrednear the edgesof
the conductor• Neglectingthe conductivityof the FR4,the largestelectric
fieldwas _Iculated to be I_3 X 104V/mll(5 X 106V/cm).When the conductorwas
buriedat mid depthin the dielectricand about4.3 X 104V/mll(1.7X 107V/cm)
when the conductorwas on the surface, If the cornersof the metal strip
18
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FIGURE8 TWO CONFIGURATIONSFOR CALCULATIONOF E FIELD INSIDEFR4 BOARD
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were not perfectly sham as assumedtn the code, these two ftelds would be
closer to about 8.9 X 103V/m11 (3.5 X 106V/ca) and 3 X 104V_tl (1.2 X 107V/ca)
respectively, which are approximately the average ftelds over the surface of
the conductor.
Whenthe conductivity of the FR4ts Included, e calculation of the conducted
current tn the plane _f the FR4can be performed and comparedto the tnctdent
r
current density. Using an average electrtc fteld of 2 X lO'V/om, which was
calculated assumingno conductivity, and a value of 2 X 10"13 (_-cm)°1 for the
conductivity, one finds that the lateral conductedcurrent ts
,](A/c_2) - E(Vlm) .0"((.0..-0,) "1
• 2 X 105 • 2 X 10"13
• 4 X l O'8A/c_2
To produce this current tn the plane of the board, the incident flux normal
to the board would have to be 9 X lO'gA/c:m2. This value ts roughly 700 times
greaterthanthe maximum,anticipatedincidentfluxof 13pA/cm2. Thuswith
a valuefor the conductivityof 2 X lO"13 (_.-o,)"l the maximumfieldsinside
themultllayerboardwill In realitybe roughly700 timessmallerthan those
calculatedwith zeroconductivity.The maximumfieldswlll thenbe on the
orderof 13V/all. This is close to the valuecalculatedassuminga close
packeddensityof conductorsbetweenthe layersof FR4 and usingthe calculated
chargedensityof 2.6 X lO"8 electrons/ca2 In the 8 all FR4 layer.
2.2.4 Risk Assessment
An assessmentof the risk of an [SD occurring tn the CDS(Bay A) multtlayer
PC board can be perfomed tn two ways. 1) The results of the environment
transportc_,Icul_t:onscan be used In analyticalcomputercodesto calculate
electricalstressesin themultilayerboard,and comparedto thematerial
electricalstresscharacte_Izatlons.2) The resultsof the envlronment
transportcalculationsin termsof trappedchargeIn the multllayerPC
20
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i board can be compared to extsttng experimental data on discharges tn prtnted
) ctrcutt boards. Both approaches are trcated here.
Comparison of the calculated rate of charge trapptng( the flux of trapped
!
electrons) tn the Jovtan environment to Figure g ts one means of assess4n£
k
i the rtsk of ESD tn the multtlayer board. From Table 4, r)ughly 3 X IOll
i electrons/cm 2 wtll be deposited durlng a 35 hour Ouptter encounter. The
deposition ttme for the calculation was assumed to be one hour, whtch tmpltes
I deposition rate of 8.3 X 107 electrons/cm 2 sac (13pA/_2). Thts flux, however,
ts arttftcally high stnce the 3 X 1011 electrons/cm 2 wtll be deposited
continually during the 35 hour encounter wtth the Jovtan electron environment.
The actual flux wtll be low at Initiation of the orbtt Insertion, w|11 peak
near closest encounter and wtll again decrease as the Gal|leo moves away from
Ouptter. Thus, the maJortty of the trapped charge wtll be accumulated during
a ttme between the one hour assumed for calculattonal purposes and the actual
35 hour encounter time. The value of 8.3 X 107 electrons/cm 2 sec is certainly
an upper 11mit on the flux. A lower ltmtt for assessment of the risk of ESD
in the multtlayer board shou|d be roughly one-tenth thts value or 8.3 X 106
electrons/an 2 sac (1.3 pA/cm2). Comparison of these values to Ftgure g Indicates i
that discharges could be expected to occur roughly once every 850 sac (14 mtnutes)
at 8.3 X 107 electrons/cm 2 sac (13pA/cm2) and once every 17 hours (extra- i
polated from inverse square fit to the data) at 8.3 X 106 electron_/cm 2 sac
(1.3pA/cm'). Between these two 11mtts based on a comparison of Table 1 and
Figure 2 tt ts anticipated that several discharges could occur durtng an hour•
One the other hand, based upon electron transport calculations and analytical
computer code predictions of the electrical stress tn the FR4 matertal the
electrtc fields predicted in the matertal are very small compared to the
dielectric strength of FR4 of roughly SO0 volts/mtl.
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At thts time only 1tin|ted data extsts on the chargtng of tnternal spacecraft
components by htgh energy, penetrating electruns. The only extsttng data on
the chargtng of prtnted c|rcutt boards was obtained by _aycor dur|ng experiments
perfomed for the Atr Force WeaponsLaboratory (Ref. 2, 3, 4). The energy of
the electrons used tn these PC boards tests was about 2SOKeVand resulted tn
a charge whtch was dtstr|buted throughout the ftrst 33 mtls of the PC board.
Therefore, these results hold a large significance to the rtsk assessment.
Brtefly stated, the results of these exper|ments were: i
(1) ESD can be tnduced in or on satellite PC boards by high il
energy electrons.
(2) Durtng ESD in or on PC boards currents and voltages are
often tnJected into electronic components whtch are'well
above those necessary to cause upset in _st types of
electronic components and _ufftctently large tn some cases
to cause burnout.
(3) Both the magnitude an@frequency of the ulscharges de-
crease as the flux of th_tdent electrons (rate of charge
trapping) decreases. Ftgure 9 shows the ttme between
discharges (the tnverse of the discharge frequency) as a
functton of tnctdent electron flux. Note that as the
electron flux decreases, the ttme between discharges In-
creases roughly quadratically.
(4) ]ntegrattng the tnctdent flux over the ttme from the
start of the electron exposure to the time of the ftrst
ESO g|ves a threshold electron _harge layer denstty for
[SD's of 1.5 X 1011 electons/cm_.
Although the charge calculated for the COSmuir|layer PC board tn the Jovtan
environment wt11 be distributed throughout the ent|re 90 mtls of the
multilayer board, the resultant electrtc ftelds wtll not dtffer by more than
10 to 20% from the ftelds present tn the experiments described above where
the charge was distributed through only the *trst 33 m|ls (,_1/2 the thickness)
of the PC board. Thus, a comparison of the calculated charge denstty tn the
COSboard to the ESD threshold charge denstty tmpl|ed from the experimental
data ts valtd. Compar|son of the experimentally detemtned [SD thresho?d charge
layer density of 1.5 X 1011 _lectrons/cJ 2 to the roughly _ X 1011 electrons/cm 2
22
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tn Table 4, which wtll be trapped tn the soltthane/lO layer FR4PC sandwich
ls indicative of a htgh probability of ESD's occurring tn or on the CDSmulti-
layer PC board.
In vtew of the electric field calculations whenconsideration ts gtven to
the relatively high conductivity of FR4, the probability of _SD tn the CDSmulti-
layer board itself is very small. The apparent dtscrepance between the
experimental results which indicate that ESDin the test PC board will occur
at rates of 13pA/cm2 and the electric fteld calculations results for the
multilayerFR4 boardcouldbe due to one of two things.
The printedcircuitboardfor whichESD datadoesexisthad a
conductlvltymuchlowerthan thatof FR4. The testprinted
circuitboardwas fiberglass.Standardvarltlesof printed
clr;wltboardflberglas)haveconductlvltlesthatrangefrom
lO"m_ to lO"l_ (._--cm)"I.
The ESDobservedduringthe printedcircuitboardtestsdid not
occurin the printedcircuitboarditself, but in the components
on the board. In particular,one could imaginethat the ESD
occurredin capacitorson the board. This issuehas to datenot
beenexplored.
The probabilityof an ESD in the components(possiblycapacitors),therefore,
shouldbe addressedbeforedrawinga conclusionregardingthe probability
of an ESD in the CDS electronics.
2.3 PowerTransformerModule
2.3.1 MaterialDefinition
Th_ secondcase studiedwas the electrontransportthroughthe Bay B.
23
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outboard cover and thermal control blanket into a power transfomer module.
The concern for internal ESD tn the transfomer module was associated with
the electrically floating core. The anticipated thermal control cover of
Bay B is a combination of thermal louvers and multtlayer tns_latton (_I)
blanket. The structural support in the Bay B cover required to support the
louver and provide other particulate p_otectton was specified as a 192 mil
thick wall of ilumtnum. Therefore. the worst case for electron charging
inside Bay B would be to consider an electron trajectory throuoh the ML!
blanket similar to the profile used for the multtlayer board. For this case
the thickness of the aluminum cover was adjusted to 80 mils to reflect the
latest information on the shielding description.
As in the previous case the worst case orienta(;ton of the transfomer module
was assume,! to be located under the area of the Bay B cover with the minimum
of tantalum shielding.
Initial drawings from the Voyager program of the transformer indicated
insulation tape between windings. Furti_er discussions with JPL and Jeff
Benhamof GE about the geometric details of the transformer core and windings
resulted in the analyses being redirected to consider the anticipated new
design for the.Galileo output power transformer. Transformerdimensions
and materials were obtained from the preliminary transformer Drwo. No.
(GE-47[248720). Figure 10 shows the orientation of transformercore in
the encaps_J1atemodule.
The electron transport through the MLI blaBket and metal cover is similar
to Table Z with layer 4 becoming BO mils thick. The normal electron path
is then through a nominal Z? railcoating of sollthane over the module,
24
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FIGURE10 POWERTRANSFORMER ""
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through a 31 mtl fiberglass mounting board and tnto the potting compound
of solithane or SMRDabove the transfomer. To calculate the amountof
charge trapped in the core, two cases were treated for the electron path to
the core. 1) The electrons traversed parallel to the edge of the windings
throubh 287 mtls of potttng compoundbetween the fiberglass connector plate
and the area of the core markedas A in Ftgure lO. 2) The electrons
traversed through 107 mils of potttng compoundbetween the fiberglass and
the windings, through ll mils of fibrous tape, through 6 layers of magnetic
wire, through 15 mtls of paper press board bobbin and tnto the core. The
ratio of these two areas is about 3.08cm2 (area A)to 2.90cm2 (area B). These
two profiles are described tn detail in Table 5.
TABLE 5
LAYERNO. DESCRIPTION THICKNESSIN (mm)
l BlackPaint 0.0015 (0.038)
2 MLI 0.0077 (0.195)
3 Ta 0.006 (0.152)
4 A1 0.080 (2.032)
5 Solithane 0.020 (0.508)
6 FR4 0.031 (0.787)
7 Solithane 0.107 (2.718)
Case 1
8 Ftbermat Tape 0._11 (0.279)
9 6 Layersof Wire 0.154 (3.912)
I0 PaperPressboard 0.015 (0.380)
II Core 1.000 (25,400)
i Case 2
; 8 Solithane 0.180 (4.570)
g Core 1.000 (25.400)
26
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_! 2.3.2 Charge Deposition Proflle
Since the charge deposition tnto the power transformer was modelled in a
:_ planar geometry the code usedone half of the tsotroptc flux gtven tn Figurep_
4 for the |nctdent flux on Bay B. For each layer described tn Table 5 the
Fi CHARGEcode calculated an incident and penetrating total fluence and
electron flux as a function of a set of renormalized energy intervals.
Since the current design of the output power transformer tn the power
subsystem to Bay B of the Galileo orbitor has the core effectively isolated
from the spacecraft ground, the analysis concentrated on the cnaroe deposited
and trapped in the transformer core. Table 6 sumsthe total electron
fluence incident and penetrating each of the material layers. Differences
in these values represent the trapped charge within each metal or dielectic
layer assumingno leakage due to electrical condu:tivity.
2.3.3 Internal Field Calculations
The potential, V, which will develop across the transformer core and the
spacecraft is given by V • _ where Q is the amountof charge trapped in the
conductive core and C is the capacitance between the core and the nearby
metal. FromFigure 10 it can be seen that the closest metal to the trans-
former core is the transformer windings and the metal posts which are used
to package the transformer. Since the widnings are muchcloser to the core
than the fou- metal posts and since the surface area projected to the core
by the windings is muchlarger than that projected by the posts, the
capacitance of the core to the spacecraft wtll be dominated by the presence
of the windings. This capacitance was approximated by considering each
portion of the core covered by wtndtngs as a parallel plate capr.cttor. The
capacitance is given by C • _ where d is the spacing between the winding
and the core, A is the surface area of the winding and G is the dielectric
27
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TABLE6
INCIDENTELECTR_H DEPOSITEDCHARGE
LAYER DESCRIPTION DENSITY(e/cm_) (e/cm2)
Case 1 Case 2 Case 1 Case 2
1 CarbonPaint 2.569E 13 5.857E 12
2 Blanket 1.983E 13 9.941E 1Z
3 Tantalum 9.889E 12 7.860E 12
4 Aluminum. 2.029E 12 8.15 E 11
5 Soltthane 1.214E 12 3.80 E 10
6 FR4 1.176E 12 1.07 E 11
7 Potting 1.069E 12 1.68711 1.557E 11
8 Winding 9.003E II 1.375E II
Pottlng 9.133EII
9 Insulation 7.628EII 2.100E9
lO Winding 7.607Eii 5.540EII
11 Pressboard 2.067E 11 2.500E g
12 Core 2.04ZE 11 7.452E 11 2.039E 11 7.440E 11
13 -- Z.803E 8 1.194E 9 ....
Z8
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constant of the paper pressboard and wire insulation between the core and
the winding. Ustng the dtmnst_ns showntn Figure lO, the capacitance was
calculated to be 2.6 x lo'lOf, assuminga value of 4 for the dielectric
constant of the pressboard/wire insulation combination. The relative
dielectric constant for most cellulose basedcompoundsranges from 2 to
6 at 1NItz. From the results of the environment transport calculations in
Table 6, 4.6 x 10"7 Coul are anticipated to be trapped in the core during one
35 hour encounter wtth the Jovian electron environment. Ignoring the con-
ductivity, the potential which wtll develop between the core and the windings
will be
4.6 x 10.7 coul
Z.6 x 10"10 f
= 1,769V
The electric field across the pressboard/wire insulation (total thickness
17 mtles) w111 be
• 104V/mt1
Subsequentencounters with the Jovian electron environment will possibly
increase the electrtc f_eld if no conductivity ts assumedfor the dielectric
between the core and winding. However, at this point, one must consider
conductivity effects since the ttme betweencon_6cutiv_ orbits will be greater
than 35 hours. If a conductivity of 10"15 (_cm) "1 is assumed, the leakage
current after a stngle orbit using a maximumfteld of lOOV/mil, can be
calculated to be
I • E-r-A
• 4 X Io'IOA
Since this value ts roughly 3 times larger than the anticipated peak current
stopped in the core ot' 1.3 X 10"10 amperes, the peak ftelds will be reduced
29
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by the conductivity by at least a factor of three, i.e. the fields resulting
from a stngle encounter will be on the order of 30V/mil. The effects on the
electrtc fteld of multiple orbits can be assessedby calculating e dielectric
relaxation time which |s give by
q- . elf
• 308 _ec
Since this relaxation time is very short comparedto the times between encounters
with the intense electron fluxes ()35 hours) the effect of multiple encounters
will be negligible.
Recognize however, that tf the conductivity were on the order of lO'16(_cm) "l
then the peak fields would be on the order of that calculated assumingno
conductivity. This point is significant because the value of lo'lS(J_cm) "l
is representative of this type of material, howeverthe physical construction
of the tranformermy re)[_Itin theactualconductivitybetweenthe coreand
thewindingsbeing lowerdue to poorsurfacecontact,etc.
Additionally,the possibilityof the flightgeometryvaryingfromthat shown
in FigurelO must be considered. In particular,if the transformercore is
not positionedsymmetricallywith respectto the fourmetal postsand is
closerto one postthanto the others,the capacitanceof the core to the
spacecraftwill be alteredas will the spacingacrosswhich the corepotential
will haveto be stoodoff. FromFfqurelO the nominalspacingb(tweenthe
coreand the metalpostwas calculatedas 37 mils. The capacitanceof the
post to the core can be calculatedas the capacitanceof a wire abovea
groundplanewhich is givenby
C " 2'nL_
In i +
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J!_! where L ts the length of the wfre. hts the hetght of ths center of the
vire above the ground plane and a ts the radius of the wire. Zf ttts assumed
that the core ts packagedsuch that one post ts only 5 mtls from the core,
then the capacitance of the core to the post can be calculated to be
1.6 X 10"11 f
assuminga relattve dielectric constant of 3.5. Since thts ts muchsmaller
than the capacitance of the core to the windings, the capacitance of the
core to the spacecraft ts sttll dominated by the capacitance of the core to
the windings. The potential which develops between the core and the space-
craft _11 have to be stood off by only 5 mtls of the potting epoxy which
corresponds to an electrtc fteld of 340V/mt1. Consideration of the effect
of the conductivity of the pressboard could po_tbly reduce this fteld by
a factor of 3 as discussed above, thus the electric field may be only
113V/mtl; however the sameconsideration discussed above regardtno the
accuracy _th which the conductivity of the pressboard is knownmus_be kept
in mind.
2.3.4 Rtsk Assessment
The dielectric strength of most acetate-based materials ranges from 200 to
600V/mfl. Thus tt apoears that the risk of ESDdue to charge trapped in a
transformer core on one encounter wtth the Jovian electron environment is
relatively small, since the field across the pressboard wtll be only about
30 to lOOV/mi1.
i ]n the case of an assymmetrical placm.-._nt coreOf the tn the transformer
i modu!ewhere the core ts close to one of the metal posts as discussed tn
! the previous section, the potential which develops between the core and the
)i spacecraft _11 nowhave to be stood off by 5 mtls of the potting epoxy which
f! corresponds to an electrtc field of 113 to 340V/mt1 degendtngupon the
conductivity value assumed. The dielectric strength of commonepoxies ts
31
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between 3S0 to SOOV/mtl. Thus, tf the fabrication control specifications
are such that the core can conceivably be within 5 mils of the mounting
post, there ts a rtsk of ESD's occurring from the transfomer core to the
metal posts during a stngle encounter. Although such an arc will not
|nvolve direct current |njection tnto the transformer windings, the arc will
couple a current into the windings. If the 1769 V potential is reduced
to zero, t._'. 100%of the charge trapped tn the core arcs to the metal post,
the current induced in the windings can be calculated by
I - CW dV
If it is assumedthat the arc has a risetime of lOnsec
I • 2.6 X I0 "I0 • 1769
=46A
In summary,if the transformer is fabricated as indicated in Figure lO, the
probability of an ESDduring a stngle encounter wit:h the Jovian electron
environment is relatively low. If the configuration control on fabrication
of the transformers is such that the core may be positioned within several
mils of the metal posts, the probability of an £SD is significantly increased.
"" If a path for draining the charge trapped in the transformer core to the
spacecraft ground were provided, the risk of [SD fr_ the transformer core
would be effectively reduced to zero.
3.0 CONCLUSIONSANDRECO_[NDATIONS
A worst case risk assessmenthas been performed on the hazard of an internal
ESDon a CDSmultilayer printed circuit board and an output power transformer
corein the powersubsystemof the GalileoOrbiter.
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An esttmte of the 0ovtan environment during the 35 hour orhtt _nsert_on
was supplied by 0PL and used as an input to calculate the electron transport
tnto the Galtleo components. A radiation shielding analysis computer code,
CHARGEcalculated the electron transport deposftton trapped tn the
anticipated sensitive areas of the multilayer board and transfomer module.
)
Based on these trapped charge calculations electrtc fields were calculated
between the identified isolated areas and the spacecraft ground. These
fields were then combinedwith the characteristic dielectric properties
of conductivity and dielectric strength of the materials to assess the risk
of ESD. In most cases, the deposition rate during the 35 hour encounter
was neglected and was qualitatively included in the analysi¢ of the results
where the calculated ftelds approached the materials dielectric strength,
3.1 MultilayerBoard
The results of the risk assessmentof ESDin the CDSmultilayer printed
circuitboard indicatethat
I. The probabilityof ESD in the FR4 is low
2. The probabilityof ESD in the componentsattachedto the
multilayerboardis uncertain.
Since the existingexperimentaldata on printedcircuitboardESD does not
distinguishbetweenESD in the printedcircuitboardorin the components
on the boardand sincethe datadoes indicatethatpotentiallydamagingESD
did occureitherin or on the printedcircuitboard,the riskof ESI)in the
GalileoCDS multilayerprintedcircuitboardcomponentsshouldbe examined
further. Two methodsof addressingthisissueare by analysisand by
experiment.An analysiscouldmake use of the previouslyperformedenvironment
transportcalculationsto calculatethe electricflel/Isinsideselected
components. An experiment would require exposure in a vacuumof a represent-
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attve multtlayer prtnted ctrcutt board to h|gh energy electrons (200 -
300KEY and posstbly htgher) at realistic fluxes, _dth _easuremnts of ESO
currents and voltages at select locations. Both approaches have advantages
end disadvantages. An analysts ts tn general less expensive, but however,
the results rare generally 1trotted to the availability of accurate mtertals
property data. An experiment ts in general more costly, however, the results
mre generally more conclusive and convincing.
The recom_nded approach Is to perform an experiment ustng one or two of
the CDS prototype multtlayer printed ctrcutt boards. The experiment should
be relatively straightforward and could posstBly be performed ustng an
electron source available at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
3.2 Power Transformer Nodule
The results of the rtsk assessment of ESD in the COS transformer cores
Indlcate that
I. If quality control on construction of the transformersresults
In a nominal spaclng between the core and the metal posts on the
order of 37 m11, the probeb111ty of ESD durlng a slngle encounter
with Jovlan electron environment Is low.
2. If quality control on construction of the iransfo_er Is such that
the spaclng between the transfo_r core and the metal posts may
be as small as 5 mils, the probabillty of ESD during a single
encounter Is signiflcantlyIncreased.
3, An [SO In the transformercouTdresult |n coupled currents in the
_ransfo_r on the order of 46A with pulse widths on the order of
20ns. If the injection of currents on the order of 46A for times
on the order of 20ns into the transformerw1_|_s are Judged to
be potentlallydeleterious to the functlonlnoof the Galileo space-
craft, the probab11|ty of ESD due to charged trapped In the
transformer core can be reduced to zero by the add|tlon of a grounding
strap from the core to the spacecraft ground, $1nce the highest
rate at which charge wtll be trapped in the core corresponds to a
_ 34
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current somwhat less than 1301_, the grounding strap could
be extremely %tght _e_ght. On the basts of the results of the
rtsk assessment,the addttton of such a grounding strap ts
recommended,tf ESOtnduced currents tn the transformer vlndtng
on the order of 46A are Judgedpotentially hazardous to mtsston
pertrormnce.
4. The prtmary uncertainties tn _ts rtsk assessmentresult from a
lmck of dielectric properties data and a ftrm knowledgedf the
transformer tolerances.
|
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APPENDIX
THE PRECHG CODE
The PRECHG CODE was developed in 1978 by JAYCOR as an analytical tool for
i the calculation of electric fiald distributions around cyli_rtcally sywnetric
i charged bodies conststin$ of conductors and/or dtelect_ics. The PRECHG code
is essentially a Potsson-solver which computes the steady state electric
fields o_ a finite-difference mesh grid inside a cylindrical, conducting can
due to a cylindrically-sy_nerttc distribution of charge on dielectric or
conductin_ bodies inside the _an. The outer conducting can can represent
either a real outer conductor or a boumdary at £ntfnity if the can dimensions
are made large compared to the internal bodies. The charge distribution
can either be fixed in space, as in a dielectric, or it can reside in internal
conducting bodies or in the conducting can walls. The charge in any
conductor is automatically adjusted by the code over the surface of the
conducting object to make the surface equtpotential. The total net charge
inside the _an is always zero. In other words, if electrons are trapped in
a dielectric or a conducting body, there is an identical amount of positive
image charge somewhere else inside the can.
A calculation with the PRECHG code is started by specifying an initial
dlstrlbu_ion of electric fields (E) along some, or all, of the mesh grid
lines inside the conducting can. This distribution of electric flux lines
specifies the charge distribution of the problem. A positive and negative
amount of charge (_Q) is assumed to be located at the two ends of the
flux line. The magnitude of each _Q is the integral of the flux over the
cross sectional area (AA) that is associated with the flux line.
37
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wh_e _ is the psr_Ittlvlty of the _di_n in which the flux llne exists.
If one end of the flux llne starts st a conductor, A q is part of the tot_
charge on that conductor. If the end of a flux line is not on a conductor,
that _Q is assumed to be fixed at the position in space.
This initial distribution of flux lines is somewhat arbitrary because there
is an infinite number of distributions that could be chosen to produce the
desired charge distribution. In principle, any flux distribution that is
consistent with the desired charge distribution could be used but usually
the simplest arrangement is chosen. This distribution of flux lines satisfies
conservation of charge (and electrlc flux) but it normally will not satlfy
X E - C, which is necessary condition for satisfying Polsson's equation.
The primary computational process in the :>RECHG code is an iteration of the
magnitudes of V X E at every mesh point inside the conducting can in such a
way that V X E _ends toward zero everywhere while conserving charge at
each mesh station and in each conducting body. The iteration process is
terminated when the largest magnitude of W X E at any place in the volume Is
below some preselected value or when the values of E are no longer changing
significantly with successive iterations. This final distribution of E is
the solution of Polsson'b equation for the chosen distribution of charge,
within the accuracy of iterating V X E to zero•
The validity of the PRECHG CODE has been checked numerous times by comparison
of the results of calculations with simple geometrlcs that can be solved in
closed form and by comparison to the results of other analytical computer
codes such as the Arbitrary Body of Revolution Code (ABORC) which themselves
have been previously verified.
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